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Abstract
Handy, M.R., 1989. Deformation regimes and the rheological evolution of fault zones in the lithosphere: the effects of
pressure, temperature, grainsize and time. Tectonophysics, 163: 119-152.
A new series of two- and three-dimensional deformation regime maps facilitating the simultaneous display of
petrotogical, ~crost~ctura1,
and r~k-rn~~cal
information illustrates the pressure, temperature and grainsize
dependencies of brittle, crystal-plastic and granular creep regimes in the lithosphere. The predictions made using the
extrapolated laboratory data are in qualitative agreement with inferences drawn from microstructural studies in
naturally deformed monomineralic rocks. The deformation regime maps are used to show that the rheological evolution
of a fault zone is related both to its location within a compositionally heterogeneous lithospheric section and to the
pressure-temperature-time
history of that section. Strain localization into ductile shear zones is accelerated if grainsize
reduction leads to a change from grainsize-insensitive to grainsize-sensitive creep. In rocks whose rheology is
approximated by the flow of one weak mineral, this process is favored at high stress-low temperature, and/or
retrograde thermal conditions. For polyminerahc rocks in either prograde or retrograde thermal settings, reaction-induced or -enhanced switches to grain&e-sensitive creep can occur at depths corresponding to the intersection of the
ambient geothermal gradient or pressure-temperature-time
path with the limits of mineral stabilities for a specified
rock composition. The consideration of the effects of pressure, temperature, grainsize and syntectonic reactions on fault
rheology results in an evolutionary rheological model of an extending lithosphere which is more complex than existing
models.

1. Iu~~uction

An increasing number of geological, geophysical and geodetic observations suggests that largescale strain of the continental lithosphere is
accommodated within networks of relatively narrow shear zones (Ramsey, 1980; Zobach et al.,
1985). Ostensibly, the development of such zones
is due to the localization of strain via several
deformation mechanisms (e.g., cataclasis, dynamic
recovery and recrystallization
and diffusionaccommodated grain-boundary sliding) which can
cause a localized decrease in viscosity with respect
0040-1951/89/%03.50
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to the surrounding rock. The varying dependencies of these mechanisms on the physical conditions of the deformation affect the dynamics and
kinematics of the deformation and determine the
structure of the lithosphere. In particular, the interaction of pressure- and temperature-sensitive
metamorphic
and deformational
processes influences significantly the rheological evolution of
major shear zones.
This paper examines the influence of strain
rate, stress, grainsize, pressure and temperature on
the relative activities of brittle, crystal-plastic and
granular creep regimes in the lithosphere. Mechan-
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Olivine

exists stably in the

upper mantle to depths of about 400 km, below
which it breaks down to spinel. It is unstable or
exists only metastably
in the sialic crust at depths
generally less than 60 km (for thickened continental crust with a low geothermal gradient) or 10 to
20 km (for oceanic crust or thinned continental
crust with a high geothermal
gradient). Although
the rheological behavior of olivine pertains more
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The creep data plotted in Fig. 1 were normalized to a reference temperature,
Tref, of lOOO*C
with the relation:

for exponential
law creep, where 3 is the shear
strain rate (s-l);
A and B are pre-exponential
structure-factors;
Q is the apparent activation energy of creep; R is the gas constant;
T is the
absolute temperature;
n is the dimensionless
stress
exponent;
m is the dimensionless
grainsize exponent;
C is the stress function;
7 is the shear
stress; d is the grainsize.

log i,,,

A, B, C, Q, n and m are all material parameters which can be derived from a multilinear
regression analysis of creep data (e.g. Fig. 1). fi is

energy probably
has greatest validity at stresses
above 100 MPa, since stress-relaxation
tests indicate lower values of n (2.44) and Q (386 kJ/mole)
at stresses less than 100 MPa (Chopra and Paterson, 1981). The authors
attribute
this to the
weakening effect of water at the grain boundaries,

the factor converting
the ax&symmetric
stresses
and strain rates of laboratory
flow laws (u and i
in eqns. 3 and 4) into octahedral or simple shear

= log i,, +

Z&(&-&j

@)

where i,, = the normalized
strain rate at T,, and
i,, = the experimental
strain rate at T,,, the experimental
temperature.
An activation
energy, Q, of 444 kJ/mole
was
used to normalize the experimental
strain rates to
1OOO’C. For Anita Bay dunite, this activation
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(GSS) creep taken from hot-pressing

of GSS creep estimated

as 0.67 of the activation

an effect which is more pronounced for finer
grainsizes.
Post (1977) has shown that eqn. (5) is valid for
polycrystalline olivine over the range of high and
low differential stresses covered by eqns. (1) and
(2), respectively. Figures la, b and c compare the
fit of Chopra and Paterson’s data to eqns. (5), (2)
and (1). Over the entire stress range of the experiments, the correlation coefficient of the hyperbolic
sine law fit (Fig. la; r = -0.981) is the same as
that of the optimum power law fit (Fig. lb) and
much better than that of the exponential law fit
(Fig. lc). Figure lc shows that for stresses greater
than ca. 200 MPa, the stress sensitivity of Anita
Bay dunite increases markedly. For the nine ex-

energy

experiments

of Schwenn

of grainsize-insensitive

and Goetze

(1978).

(GSI) creep (see text).

perimental points above this threshold stress, the
data are only slightly better fit by the power law
(Y = - 0.953) than by the exponential law (r =
-0.948). The coarser grained Aheim dunite (ave.
grainsize = 900 pm) exhibits the same behavior,
but the transitional stress to greater stress sensitivity is a bit higher, at ca. 250 MPa (Fig. lc). The
best fit to the hyperbolic sine law yields n-values
of 3.67 and 4.54, respectively, for Anita Bay and
Aheim dunites. These values are somewhat higher
than the n-values of 3.35 and 4.48 quoted by
Chopra and Paterson (1981; their table IV) for a
power law fit of the steady-state creep data above
stresses of 100 MPa. The aim of this reanalysis
was to compare the relative activity of exponential
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(eqn. 5). Compare

MPa (Aheim dunite).

function
Compare
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line with a negative

b. Fit of the data to a power function

indicate

have achieved

and power law creep (Section 3) based on a common, internally consistent set of data. The steadystate creep data of Chopra and Paterson (1981)
and Karat0 et al. (1986) were used in this study
because the reported sensitivity of stress measurements in their experiments (< 1 MPa; gas-medium
apparatus with an internal load cell) is much
better than in previous creep tests of olivine (where
ascertainable).
Grainsize-sensitive creep laws for polycrystalline olivine (Table 1) were derived from the creep
data and observations of Karat0 et al. (1986) after
the procedure of Paterson (1987). In the creep
experiments, the transition in deformation regimes
from grainsize-insensitive (GSI) to grainsize-sensitive (GSS) power law creep occurs at a grainsize of
50 pm and a differential stress of about 70 MPa at
a temperature of 1300 o C and a strain rate of 1O-5

(eqns. 1, 2

mechanical

steady

with those in (b) and (c). Recall that an ideal

slope is r = - 1.

(eqn. 1). Symbols

as in (a).

(eqn. 2). The best fits in this figure are for IJ > 200 MPa (Anita
these correlation

creep functions

(solid line, open circles) and 498

in the fit.

the correlation

fit of the data to a straight
c. Fit of the data to an exponential

Bay dunite

Only those runs which the authors

state are included
a. Fit of data to hyperbolic

foe Anita

coefficients

Bay dunite)

and e > 250

with those in (b) for the same stress range.

S -‘. Together with a value for the activation energy of GSS creep, these data permit the calculation of the pre-exponential factor, A, in eqn. (1)
above. Two different GSS flow laws for dunite are
listed in Table 1. The first one is constructed for
an activation energy of 356 kJ/mole, the value
obtained by Schwenn and Goetze (1978) from
porous olivine aggregates that displayed grainsize
sensitivity of strain rate during hot pressing. The
second creep law contains an assumed activation
energy-of 297 kJ/mole for GSS creep which is two
thirds of the activation energy of GSI creep (Q =
444 kJ/mole; Chopra and Paterson, 1981). A ratio
of ca. 0.5 to 0.67 in the GSS- and GSI-activation
energies has been observed in other materials (e.g.
Solenhofen limestone; Schmid et al., 1977) and
corresponds roughly with the ratio of the activation energy of grain-boundary diffusion to volume
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convenient approximation of more general stress
states in nature (a, & u2 2 as). The factor l/2
replaces the octahedral shear factor, l/ 0, in eqn.
(3), since cataclasis during frictional sliding
involves dilation and violates the condition of
incompressible flow implicit in eqns. (3) and (4).
The effective pressure, P, (here defined in the
sense of Terzaghi), is:

self-diffusion of the rate-limiting species in the
crystal lattice. An average value of 2.5 for the
grainsize exponent is assumed, since Karat0 et al.
(1986) found values of m ranging from 1.7 (dry
conditions) to 3.4 (wet conditions). The effects of
varying m are discussed in Section 3.1 (Fig. 4).
2.3. BrittIe failure and frictional sliding

Pe=P(l

where TV is the critical shear stress, a, is the
normal stress on the sliding surface, p is the
coefficient of ma~mum friction and 7 is the maximum shear stress on the sliding surface. This
equation may be recast as (Sibson, 1977):
(8)

where a=2q,fi,
b=(J1-y?-p)-2
P,, the effective confining pressure.

and u3=

Setting the least compressive principal stress,
a,, equal to the effective confining pressure conforms with the triaxial stress state in experimental
deformation apparatuses (aI > a, = 6s) and is a
TABLE
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3.1

25-400
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250-600

1.8

500-600

2.39

700

1.6

700

1.8-2.2

600-1000

1.35

900
coefficient,

>6#
250-600
> 600
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i 1500

Q = critical

from best-fit

’ As in (“), but based on few, scattered
in va~um-dyed
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data points.

interpreted

as shear cracks.

Rock type

wide range of lithologies;
lo-15%

variation

strength

with hthology

only

in frictional

(2)
(2)
(2)
(2)
(2)
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Gabbro,

Westerly
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Gabbro

a

San Marcos

Gabbro

(3)

Hale Albite Rock ’

(3)

Hale Albite Rock

shear strength,

on = normal

et al. (1981).

curves in fig. 11 of Stesky et al. (1974).

**

(1)
(1)

(eqn. 8).

(1) Byerlee (1978); (2) Stesky et al. (1974); (3) Shelton

a Constructed
Faults

*

T

4.68

* h’ciionol parameters: p = frictional
a = critical

rocks

-

6

EL

’

pressure and

h = &X/p.
The Mohr-Coulomb criterion provides a useful
approximation of brittle behavior in the lithosphere, particularly at effective pressures above ca.
100 MPa, where the initial surface roughness of
faults has little or no effect on friction (Mogi,
1974; Byerlee, 1978). Different values of the frictional constants r,,, ,u, a, and b employed in eqns.
(7) and (8) are listed from the rock-mechanical
literature in Table 2. These show that the frictional strength of rocks is generally independent
of lithology, temperature and pressure for P, <
800-1500 MPa and T < 400-600°C
(Stesky,
1978). Above these pressures and temperatures,
the frictional coefficient, p, decreases and the
critical shear strength, ~a, of rocks increases to an
extent dependent on lithology. Generally, devia-

(7)

7=$[a+a,(b-l)]

(9)

where P is the total or lithostatic

The deformation regime diagrams include an
equilibrium field for brittle failure and frictional
sliding based on the Mohr-Coulomb criterion:
T = 70 + /&a,

-A)

San Marcos

Gabbro

h

San Marcos

Gabbro

’

stress (eqn. 7); b = frictional

Granite

coefficient,
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tion from the Byerlee (1978) coefficients
higher pressures
talline
al.

and temperatures

rocks (e.g. Shimada

(1974)

reduction

attribute

the
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either

by
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et al., 1983). Stesky et
temperature-dependent

in the frictional

tions where the fracture
and

a change

coefficients

strength
fault

is accompanied
configuration

fault zones) or by refaulting

Quite possibly,

increased

of p is related

to the development
that his frictional

(i.e.

of the rock.

temperature

dependence
of fault gouge

or to the onset of crystal plasticity.
p. 625) states

to condi-

exceeds the fric-

deformation
in

occurs at

for mafic crys-

Byerlee (1978,
coefficients

displacement-dependent
changes in p (e.g. Dietrich, 1978) the inter- and intragranular
effects of
water at crustal pressures and temperatures
(Rutter
1978; Shelton
gouge along

et al., 1981) and the
the fault
surfaces

(Shimamoto and Logan, 1981a, b) are all neglected.
In addition,
the role of subcritical
crack-propagation (Atkinson, 1984) in promoting the localization of brittle failure is not considered.
Despite
these shortcomings,
eqns. (7) and (8) and the
Byerlee (1978) frictional coefficients are shown in
the deformation
regime maps to provide a good
estimate of the range of pressures
tures over which frictional behavior
in the crust and uppermost
mantle
the next section).
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the general

The shape and

on Fig. 3 for hydrous

for constant

grainsize

and pore

pressure.

differential

shear stress and effective

shear viscos-

ity according to eqns. (A5)-(A8) in the Appendix.
Figures 2 and 3 indicate that the mechanical
equilibrium
curve separating brittle behavior from
the viscous creep regimes is strongly dependent on
strain rate and pressure. The temperature
dependence of this regime boundary
increases slightly
with increasing
strain rate (Figs. 3a and b) and
increases
100-200
increased
probably

considerably

at

low

pressures

(P <

MPa for X = 0; Figs. 3c and d). This
pressure dependence
at low pressures is
more relevant
to the deformational

The log? -T-P
deformational
coordinate
system shown schematically
in Fig. 2 is constructed

behavior
of upper crustal
lithologies,
such as
limestone and quartz-rich
rocks, which have flow
laws identical in form to, but with lower activation

from different logy -T and P-T sections (e.g.
Fig. 3). The log+ -T diagrams (Figs. 3a and b) are
valid for constant
pressure,
pore pressure
and
grainsize while the P-T maps (Figs. 3c and d)
hold for constant shear strain rate, pore pressure
and grainsize.
The diagrams
are contoured
for

energies than, those used here for dunite. Changing the frictional
constants
from the values of
Byerlee (1978) to the higher temperature
and normal stress values of Stesky et al. (1974) results in
only a marginal shift of the brittle-crystal-plastic
equilibrium
boundary to higher temperatures
for a
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estimated temperatures of this transition in naturally sheared olivine-rich mylonites, based on a
correlation of syntectonic metamorphic mineral

given strain

rate and pressure. The predicted
500-600" C temperatures
at the brittle-crystalplastic transition is in good agreement with the
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.. .... . . .
. ,.. . . .
. .. .. ... .
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0
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exponential
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shear viscosity
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lines) and effective
(eqns. A5-A8

on the melting temperature
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Log shear strain

and two different
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shear viscosity

in the Appendix).

rate-temperature

Mechanical

insensitive

fields are: brittle

power law creep (GSI-Creep).

(thin solid lines). Contours

Homologous

maps (a and b) and pressure-temperature

equilibrium

temperature,

failure

Contours

and frictional

in (a) and (b) are

in (c) and (d) are for both shear stress and

T,, in (a) and (b) is corrected

(see Section 3.1). In (c) and (d), Th is given for P = 0.1 MPa (atmospheric

pressure)

for pressure

effects

and P = 1000 MPa.
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4.2).

Exponential
law creep (ELC) occupies a relatively narrow domain in logy -T-P space (Figs. 2
and 3), since it only describes the flow of rocks at
the high differential
stresses and low temperatures
found near the transition
from crystal-plastic
to
brittle deformation.
Towards very low pressures
typical of the upper crust, the exponential
law
creep-field pinches out and brittle behavior grades
directly into the power law creep regimes (Figs. 3c
and d). Interestingly,
the boundary
between ex-

L
20000

ponential
law creep and power law creep in Figs.
3a and 3b is almost parallel to the brittle-exponential
law boundary
curve. In fact, the curves
diverge very slightly towards higher strain rates
and smaller grainsizes
(see Fig. 7 in the next
section). The critical shear stress, TV,at the transition from exponential
law creep to power law
creep in silicates is estimated at 7c = lo-* G (where
G is the temperatureand pressure-adjusted
shear
modulus) and shows only minor strain-rate dependence (Tsenn

and Carter,

1987). Therefore,

the q
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for olivine

is ca. 800 MPa

Kumazawa
mate

indirectly

( rc = (Y= 1965 MPa for hydrous
but this value is less reliable
stress

(> 500 MPa)

dunite,

low and

high

energy

stress

data

for

both

the GSI

gimes

ranges

(Tsenn

and

Carter,

and the GSS power
temperature

that

law creep

dependent.

temperature

reThis

is greater at lower temperatures.

in other words, decreasing

Stated

at constant

or near constant strain rate can lead to significant
changes in the differential
stress and viscosity.
Such temperature-induced

dT,/

(Nishikawa
and,

changes

in flow stress

during deformation
are discussed in the next section in the context of strain localization.
Pressure effects on the power law creep regime
are incorporated
into the diagrams (Figs. 3, 4, 5

determined
et al., 1970)

results

of the solidus,

hence,

so that

in increased

tures, decreased
in eqn.

increasing

melting

in decreased

homologous
temperature

(10). Thus,

the

temperatures
tempera-

creep rates and increased

ties for a given absolute
stress

slope

dP, for P up to 5000 MPa is O.O7”C/MPa

viscosi-

and applied

at elevated

pressures,

there is a slight shift in the brittle-crystal-plastic
equilibrium

shear stress- and

in Figs. 3a and b indicates

are strongly

dependence

Bay

in eqn. (5)

of creep is equal in the

1987).
The steep slope of the curving
viscosity-contours

Anita

assumption

experimentally

pressure

Anita Bay dunite),

due to the sparse high

creep

and to the implicit

that the activation

of

1969). A higher estifrom eqn. (5)

and Anderson,

of 7c is obtained

3; G-value

(Fig.

contours

curve

and

the stress-

to higher absolute

and

viscosity-

temperatures

Th (see T,, axes in Figs.

3c and

and lower

d). Borch

and

Green (1987) point out that pressure probably
also affects the other creep regimes in a similar
way, since

self-diffusivity

is expected

to show a

pressure dependence
which is analogous to that of
creep and melting temperature.
The physical basis
for this relationship

remains

pending further experimental
Figures 3c and d indicate
on GSI power

poorly

understood

verification.
that pressure

law creep are minor

effects

for the effec-

and 7) by relating the pressure sensitivity of creep
to the pressure dependence
of the melting (soli-

tive pressure ranges considered in this paper (P, Q
1500 MPa). Such effects are even less significant
in crustal rocks such as quartzites and limestones
since upper and intermediate
crustal pressures are

dus) temperature
Green, 1987):

close, if not equal to, the confining
pressures of
the experiments.
However, the activation
volume

(Weertman,

1970;

Borch

and

and its pressure

where T, is the pressure dependent
melting temperature (i.e. the slope of the solidus in the P-T
plane), 1870°C at P = 0.1 MPa (Ashby and Verrall, 1978; Table 1); g is an experimentally
determined constant.
This
method

approach
is more direct than the usual
of determining
experimentally
the activa-

tion volume that is appended
to the apparent
activation energy in eqns. (1) (2) and (5). * The

* The effective activation
where
tory,

V*

is the activation

P,_- f’,, the difference
pressure

fining

section.

range

from

pressures

1979: Karat0

energy

and Ogawa,

and

in the laboraAP

is equal

the experimental

to

confining

pressure

at a specified

depth

in

Experimental

values

V*

for

(1.1-4)x10e4

between

as - (Q + A P V * ),

determined

volume,

between

and the lithostatic

the lithospheric
olivine

energy is defined

Q is the activation

of

kJ/MPa-mole

500 and 2700 MPa
1982; Green

for con(Ross

and Hobbs,

et al.,
1984).

dependency

become

particularly

important
under lower mantle conditions
where
the pressures (> 10’ MPa) are of the same magnitude as the elastic moduli of the mantle
(see Poirier and Liebermann,
1984).
Grainsize-sensitive
small grainsizes,
rates and/or

(GSS)

creep

high temperatures

low stresses (compare

minerals

is favored

by

and low strain
Figs. 3a and c

with Figs. 3b and d; see also Figs. 6 and 7 in the
next section). Predictably,
the boundary
between
GSI and GSS creep regimes is more temperature
sensitive than either the brittle to crystal-plastic
transition
or the transition
from GSI power law
creep to exponential
law creep. This reflects the
combination
of the relatively lower activation energy and lower stress-sensitivity
of GSS creep. The
GSI-GSS
equilibrium
boundary
varies strongly
with the assumed activation energy, Q, and grainsize exponent,
m (Fig. 4). Figure 4 shows that an
activation
energy, Qcss, of 0.67Q,,,
(297 kJ/
mole) yields a more temperature-dependent
equi-
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T h. .

-0

1000

500

1500

TI c)

2000

0

Fig. 4. Diagram

for hydrous

Q, and grainsize

exponent,

dunite at same conditions
m, on the mechanical

as in Fig. 3a, but showing

equilibrium curve between
power law creep.

the effects of varied activation

grainsize-insensitive

librium curve than does
356 kJ/mole determined
aggregates (Schwenn and
creep regime boundary
temperatures
and strain
diffusion-accommodated
(m = 2) than for volume

the activation
energy of
from hot-pressed olivine
Goetze, 1978). The same
is stable at much lower
rates for gram-boundary
grain-boundary
sliding
diffusion-accommodated

higher pressures).
fields occurs at:

grain-boundary

sliding

(m = 3; Fig.

tional

accommodation
pends primarily

mechanism
predominates,
deon the diffusivity and activation

4). Which

energy of diffusion of the rate-controlling
species
as well as on the width of the grain boundaries
in
the tectonites.
Generally,
for sufficiently
low
stresses and/or
strain rates, very fine grains will
favor gram-boundary
diffusive
processes
over
volume
diffusion
(see deformation
mechanism
maps for quartz in White, 1976). This is because
effective grain boundary diffusivity is more grainsize dependent
(a d 3> than is effective volume
diffusivity (a d2). The rheological imphcations
of
grainsize reduction
and GSS-creep are examined
more closely in Sections 4.2 and 4.3.
The brittle regime in Figs. 3c, d and 5 is
subdivided
into fields of cohesionless
failure (at
low pressures) and cohesive frictional
sliding (at

lJ=(b,

energy of GSS creep,

(GSI) and grainsize-sensitive

The boundary

between

(GSS)

the two

-hr;(l
-A)

where b, is the frictional coefficient
at on < 200
MPa and a2 and b, are the frictional constants at
200 -C a, -C 1700 MPa (eqn. 8 and the Byerlee fricconstants

in Table

2). This depth and pres-

sure-dependent
subdivision
reflects the general
style and distribution
of naturally occurring brittle
tectonites:

cohesionless
fault gouges and breccias
found in shallow ( -C 2-4 km) fault
cohesive cataclasites
are found in

are generally
zones, while

fault zones believed

to have been active at depths

between 4 and 10 km (Sibson, 1977). However,
Donath et al. (1971) describe a more complicated
transition
from cohesionless
to cohesive brittle
behavior in experiments
on limestone and marble
at room temperature:
with increasing
pressure,
extensional
fracturing
yields first to cohesionless
brittle faulting,
followed by localized cataclastic
flow (their “ductile faulting”). At the highest pressures in their experiments
(200 MPa), deformation
involves uniform cataclastic
the laboratory
specimens.

flow on the scale of
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. Ot2

ISOO?

It, (at

0.4
.

crystal-plastic

P= 1000 MPa)

Oj3

0:6

1;O,5

--Ix=o.9-1000.

BRITTLE

m

5oop =0.8.

,p;gi&

1-e

currence

for hydrous
varied

(P)-temperature

dunite

pore pressure

The brittle
increased

(T) deformation-regime

at 9 =10-14

s-l

(A = P,,,,,/P);

field expands
A, or decreased

showing

of

see eqn. (9) in the text.

with increasing
effective

map

the effect

pore

pressure)

pressure

at the expense

(i.e.
of

crystal plasticity.

Figure

5 demonstrates
the influence of varied
Pp,
on
the
brittle-crystal-plastic
pressure,

pore
transition.
effective

An increase
pressure,

in Pp (hence a decrease

P,, according

of

synmylonitic
tectonites

greenschist

facies

metamorphic

phase)

This may explain

quartz-rich

Several

*oooo

T PC)
Fig. 5. Pressure

a volatile

can

induce

the localized

“crack-seal”
deformed

conditions

fluctua-

oc-

veins

under

(Handy,

in

hydrous
1986;

pl.

3.2. Discrepancies between nature and experiments

1

1500

a modest

4.20).

CRYSTALPLASTICITY t'

1000

500

0

L,

involving

embrittlement.
-10

\

ii

n_

y = F-‘+’

J

even

tion in X (e.g. due to a syntectonic
reaction

‘A= 0.99

transition,

in

to eqn. 9) results

points

emerge

when

comparing

the

topologies of deformation
regimes in log? -T-P
space with the conditions
under which these deformation
regimes are observed
or inferred
to
operate in nature.
(1) Microstructural

studies

in

naturally

de-

formed rocks indicate that the boundary
between
deformation
regimes is actually a transitional
domain rather than an equilibrium
curve on a deformation regime diagram. These domains are characterized
mechanisms
rheology

by

the

overlapping

effects

whose

interaction

of the rock.

The

of several

determines

transition

the

from

pre-

in: (1) the displacement
of the brittle-crystal-plastic equilibrium
curve to higher pressures and tem-

dominantly
crystal-plastic
to brittle behavior
is
inferred for most polymineralic
rocks to involve

peratures for any given strain rate; (2) the movement of the cohesionless/cohesive
frictional sliding boundary in the brittle regime to higher pressures (and hence to greater depths). The shift in
the equilibrium
temperature
of the brittle-crystalplastic boundary curve for dunite is G 100°C for

concomitant
crystal plasticity,
reaction-enhanced
granular
flow, solution transport,
and crack-seal
dilation (e.g. Handy, 1986). The relative activity of
these different mechanisms
depends not only on

X < 0.9 (Fig. 5). Above this value, the brittle regime expands rapidly until at h >, 1.0, it covers the
entire P-T field. This implies that at Pp 2 P,

ogy,

teractions

inferred

deformation
at all pressures and temperatures
involves cohesionless
brittle failure. Clearly, it is
important
when using such diagrams to specify
the scale to which the deformation
regime map
applies. The highly nonlinear
X-dependency
of the
brittle-crystal-plastic
equilibrium
boundary
in
logy -T-P space is due to the form of the equations (eqns. Al and A2 in the Appendix) used to
construct this curve. The maps suggest that rocks
deforming
in the field of crystal-plasticity
can
undergo sudden embrittlement
if there are sufficiently large changes in the local pore pressure. If
the rock is deforming just above the brittle to

chemical

studies

the physical conditions
of the deformation,
but
also on the strain-dependent
changes in mineralbulk

deforming

chemistry

and

microstructure

rocks. The cyclical

nature

from microstructural
(e.g.

White,

1977;

of the

of these inand geoStel,

1986)

suggests that mechanical behavior can be transient
on the microscale, even though the bulk deformation remains in mechanical
steady-state.
A gradational domain separating brittle and crystal-plastic
regimes is also broadly

consistent

with local yield-

ing observed in high temperature
frictional sliding
experiments,
a phenomenon
which is attributed
to
incipient
(transient?)
plastic flow of asperities
along the fracture
surfaces (Mogi, 1974). This
transition
becomes
broader
at higher temperatures, above a certain pressure which is dependent
on lithology (Stesky et al., 1974).
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The interaction
the transition
nonuniform

of mechanisms

from

GSI

grainsize

distributions

effect of dislocation-creep
and/or

(Freeman

strain

cohesionless

brittle

little is known

failure

about

where

= z

promotes
the brittle

creep fields. Yet
sometimes

during

the deformation.

conditions

of deformation

can be used to track
tion.

Temperature

section
grainsize

the initial

the rheological
during

and

variables

because

conditions

the deformation
boundary

[(l) and (2) above], they

conditions

independent

used is:

of the rock (2.8

in physical
While

regime maps do not describe

with

02)

2.0.4
density

of the stress field at the onset of deforand (3) the change

processes

its variation

r
p, is the average

anisotropy
mation;

the boundary

and expands

to the viscous

in nature

scale

1986).

depth. A simple approximation

h=?F

the

due to inhomogeneous

5 shows how pore pressure

field with respect

P

can extend

rates on the granular

and Ferguson,

(2) Figure

at

Natural,

well into the diffusion-

creep field, and vice-versa,
stresses

also occurs

to GSS creep.

feedback

strain

grainsize

are

chosen

in the diagrams

most mineral

are strongly

stabilities

measurable

as

for this
and creep

temperature-dependent

is an important,

to

localiza-

and

microstruct-

ural parameter.
Although strain and time are not
treated independently
in the diagrams, both variables are implicit
trajectory during

of a rheological
an evolution
of

in the concept
shearing
(i.e.

g/cm3); p, is the density of water (- 1 g/cm3); g
is the acceleration due to gravity (981 cm/s2);
z is

mechanical conditions).
They are considered again
in the context of microstructural
stability in Sec-

depth.
This equation assumes perfect interconnectivity
of pore space and therefore is probably only valid
for small strains, low strain rates and at depths

tion 4.5.

is-T,

vertd
n
plane

above the onset of diagenesis (ca. 3 km). Below
this level, the occurrence
of metamorphic
reactions and/or
melting that involve a volatile phase
can lead to local fluctuations
in pore pressure.
Also, dilatancy during cataclasis is associated with
localized hardening
and weakening
as cracks are
opened and sealed and pore pressure varies on the
scale of the fault zone (e.g. Rutter, 1972). Generally, the law of effective stress (eqn. 9) only applies when the strain rate is sufficiently
low in
relation to the permeability
of the deforming rock
(Rutter, 1972). For these reasons, no crustal pore
pressure gradient was assumed in the construction
of the diagrams in Section 5.
4. Strain localization and the rheological evolution
of faults
4. I. Temperature

and grainsize effects

Fig. 6. Schematic

log shear

perature

grainsize

(T,,)-log

cal equilibrium
and

frictional

strain-rate

the mechani-

curves (thick solid lines) between

brittle failure

sliding

(BRI,

creep (GSI, unstippled)
(GSS, fine light stipples).
equilibrium
toured

plane

(dashed

coarse

stipples),

and grainsize-sensitive
The surfaces

separating
The shape

exponential

grainsize-insensitive

GSI-

lines) for constant

ture, and grainsize.

is valid for constant

law

power law

power law creep

of the diagram

and the

and

GSS-creep

are con-

shear

strain-rate,

tempera-

and position

of the equilibrium

curves are based on Figs. 3a, b and 7 for hydrous
diagram

tem-

showing

creep (ELC, fine dark stipples),

The localization
of strain into fault zones results from the development
of rheological instabilities that are broadly related to: (1) the inherited
mineralogical
and microstructural
inhomogeneities of the rock; (2) the scale of these inhomogeneities with respect to the scale (magnitude)
and

(p)-homologous

(d) diagram

lithostatic

dunite.

and pore pressure.

The
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The strong

grainsize

and temperature

encies of GSS creep referred
are seen more clearly
log d diagram

rate,

at two

EL-

0.2

Fig. 7. Temperature

(T)-log

Mechanical

pressure.

grainsize-insensitive

power

shear stress and effective

grainsize

fields

are:

brittle

(eqns. A5-A8

brittle

field, valid (in

of 1000 MPa at h = 0. The
at a given

0.5

0.6

0.5

maps
failure

law creep (GSI) and grain&e-sensitive
shear viscosity

that,

in

stress

strain

rate,

small

favor GSS creep.

O.-f_

P=lOOO MPa
A=0
I

(d) deformation-regime

stability

show

d maps
shear

All three figures con-

and high temperatures

Th
0.4

0.3

shear viscosity.

grainsizes

12

(b)

and

figures

Th
0.4

0.3

0.2

the T-log

for differential

Fig. 7) for a pressure

temper-

(a>

while

tain a grainsize-independent

strain rates in Figs. 7a and b. The surfaces
for strain

grainsize

and effective

d deforma-

deforming

and

Fig. 7 are contoured

logy -T-

in the schematic

in Fig. 6 and the T-log

in Fig. 6 are contoured

pore

ature,

to in the last section

tion regime maps for wet dunite
different

depend-

for hydrous
and

power

in the Appendix).

0.6

dunite

frictional

0.7-

deforming

sliding

at constant

(BRI),

exponential

law creep (GSS). The contours
Piezometric

curves are from:

et al. (1977; circle) and Ross et al. (1980; square).

strain-rate,
law creep

pressure
(ELC),

of the creep fields are for

Post (1977; triangle);

Mercier
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Similar

conclusions

are depicted
Langdon,
(Stocker

and

Ashby,

is that enormous
high-strain

if the creep laws
(Mohammed

1974) or stress-temperature

rate.
The relevance
be moved

are reached

in stress-grain&e

coordinates

1973) contoured

for strain

of GSS creep in tectonic
volumes

large distances

processes

of crust and mantle
along relatively

Schmid,

1975). This

constant

or nearly

alone (e.g. Glarus
is because
constant

than if

overthrust;

GSS creep

strain

can

narrow,

shear zones far more efficiently

GSI creep operates

rate

at a

involves

flow at much lower stresses and viscosities than
does GSI creep. However, most rocks have an
initial

grainsize

which is too big for the diffusion-

accommodation
processes involved in GSS creep
to compete effectively with dislocation-glide
and
-climb

predominating

in GSI creep. GSS creep in

rocks therefore only occurs after an initial
involving significant grainsize reduction.

strain

Most natural tectonites
deformed at homologous temperatures,
Th (= T/Tmelting), of greater
than 0.2 display microstructural
evidence of dynamic recovery and recrystallization:
e.g. strong
lattice preferred
orientation
(lpo), unstable
sutured grain boundaries,
dislocation
substructures,
and grainsizes larger than 10 to 20 pm. To date,
fabrics suggestive of predominant
GSS creep in
naturally deformed rocks (e.g. weak to nonexistant
lpo, equant to subequant
polygonal grains, grainsizes finer than 10 pm) have been identified in a
limited number
of rock types
vironments:
(1) polymineralic

4.2. Strain localization

in monomineralic

tectonites

and

and tectonic entectonites
which

have undergone
syntectonic
metamorphic
reactions; (2) polymineralic
tectonites
deformed
at
moderate
to high homologous
temperatures
and
presumably
low ambient stresses (SP-mylonites
of
Boullier and Gueguen,
1975); (3) monomineralic
tectonites
in low homologous
temperature
shear
zones (e.g. anchizone
marble mylonites;
Schmid,
1975; Heitzmann,
1987; greenschist facies quartzite mylonites; Behrman, 1985). First, we shall consider the third type of occurrence since it pertains
to the simplest case of a deforming
rock whose
rheology is governed by the flow of one relatively
weak mineral. Cases (1) and (2) involving polymineralic tectonites are treated in Section 4.3.

The restriction

of GSS creep in monomineralic

mylonites
to low homologous
high stress conditions
suggests
peratures

and pressures

upper crustal

conditions

temperatures
and
that the lower tem-

typical

favor grainsize

of creep. Yet the deformation
7 indicate

that

temperatures

creep

to

sensitivity

regime maps in Fig.
is enhanced

due to the highly

ture-dependence
mechanism

GSS

of intermediate

positive

at high
tempera-

of the diffusion-accommodation

inferred

for GSS creep. This apparent

contradiction
has been explained by the idea that
significant grainsize reduction of a rock deforming
in the GSI (dislocation
mechanism
White,

1976)

Some

creep) regime can induce

switch to GSS creep (Watterson,

a

1975;

even at low temperatures.

end-member

rheological

trajectories

in

the GSI space leading to GSS creep are shown in
Fig. 8. Experimentally
calibrated,
dynamically
recrystallized
grainsize piezometers
for wet dunite
are plotted in Figs. 7a and b and are depicted
schematically
as the curved plane labelled P in
Figs. 8a and b. This piezometric
surface follows
the stress contours at different grainsizes
ing to the relationship
(Twiss, 1977):

accord-

d = K&Cp
where

(13)

d is the dynamically

size, r is the differential
material
existant,
defined

recrystallized

grain-

shear stress, K and p are

constants
with only a small, if at all
temperature
dependence;
and fi
was
in eqn. (3).

In the GSI

space

of Fig.

8, the stress-

and

viscosity-contours
run parallel to the temperature
contours on all surfaces except the log+ -r,, plane
(see Figs. 3 and 7). Stress increases towards lower
T,,. The rheological
trajectories
all begin with a
volume of deforming rock at an initial hypothetical grainsize of lo4 pm (1 cm).
Twiss (1976) and Etheridge and Wilkie (1979)
have argued that grainsize reduction
in the GSIfield tracks with according
to eqn. (13). A constant strain rate variant of this trajectory is shown
as path &-A,
in Fig. 8a. An interesting
consequence of this model trajectory is that steady-state,
stress-dependent
grainsize reduction
in the GSI

regime

which

under

retrograde

plausible
above,

conditions

in light

(Fig.

a rheological

above

8a).

This

of the field observations

but it seems geologically

postulate
size

leads to GSS creep can only occur

the

is

cited

more realistic

path with an initial

stress-dependent,

to

grain-

dynamically

recrystallized
grainsize (A-A, in Figs. 8a and b).
Dynamic recrystallization
leads to a drastic grainsize-reduction

after only

(see discussion
intersects

small

in 4.5 below)

the piezometric

amounts
until

plane

of strain

the trajectory

and

equilibrates

with the flow stress. GSS creep initiates

at a strain

rate,

where

the

surface in Figs. 8a and b intersects

the

stress,

piezometric
equilibrium

temperature

and grainsize

boundary

creep. Within

between

GSI

and

the GSS space, dynamically

GSS
recrys-

tallized grainsize no longer tracks with stress and
eqn. 13 is not valid. Rheological trajectories in the

(b)

GSS regime

are considered

13a and b). Path C-C,
that for a sufficiently
tion

to GSS creep

in Section

4.4 (Figs.

in Figs. 8a and b shows
high strain

need

occur.

rate, no transiThe deformation

remains entirely within the field of GSI creep until
it intersects the crystal-plastic-brittle
transition at
some small grainsize and low homologous temperature (behind the logy -T plane in Fig. 8).
These constant strain rate and constant viscos-

I

ity paths along the piezometric

Fig. 8. End-member
rocks

whose

mineral.

Schematic

perature

(T,)-log

lithostatic

rheological

rheology

grainsize

pressure

(d) diagrams

relationship

in the GSI and GSS creep

constant

shear strain-rate,

paths

GSS creep

b. Grainsize-reduction

The pieffective

shear strain-rate

Note that grainsize
dynamic

“seen”

temperatures

for constant

for

(thin solid lines).

field involves

field is only

and dy-

and grainsize.

at constant

4.2 for explanation).
creep

flow stress

fields are contoured

temperature

shear viscosity

the GSI

the equi-

surface in (b) is also contoured

a. Grainsize-reduction
Section

stability

P represents

in the GSI field (eqn. 13). All

surfaces
ezometric

are valid for constant

between

grainsize

tem-

The mechanical

as in Fig. 6. Plane

recrystallized

for deforming

(P)-homologous

and pore pressure.

piezometric

namically

paths

by the flow of one weak

log shear strain-rate

fields are signified
librium

evolution

is governed

recrystallization.

by a deforming

(see

reduction

in
The

rock

at low

or decreasing

shear

of the rheological

path

and small grainsizes.

paths

at constant

viscosity.

Dashed

line is that

occurring

behind

the piezometric

possible

rheological

trajectories

part

plane.

Dotted

of rocks

zones (see Section 4.5).

outside

lines at A are
of the fault

surface in Figs. 8a

and b only represent end-member
rheological paths
for shear zones which are active over lengths of
time comparable

to changes

in the ambient

tem-

perature. Many shear zones probably
develop at
isothermal
or near isothermal
conditions.
S&mid
(1982) proposes
low ambient

that mylonitization

temperatures

at sufficiently

can result in a mecha-

nism switch to GSS creep without the microstructure ever equilibrating
with the flow stress (path
B-B, in Figs. 8a and b). This rheological path is
probably
more common in intermediate
to shallow lithospheric
levels (Section 5.1). More generally, strain localization
in the GSI regime involves
a decrease in viscosity and hence, leads to a rapid
increase in strain rate with increasing stress (paths
A-A, and C-C,). Under such conditions,
a transition to GSS creep is not possible according to
the configuration
of mechanical equilibrium
curves
in Fig. 8b.
In some tectonites,

the grainsize

may be below
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the stress-dependent
point

equilibrium

D in Fig.

geological

8b). This

situation

is reactivated

grainsize

of an old mylonite

at higher

(i.e. at

corresponds

zone which

temperatures

4.3.

Strain localization in polymineralic tectonites

to the

and

lower

As pointed
field

and

stresses than those under

which it was first active.

tectonic

Two possible

paths

tectonites

rheological

if the grainsize

remains

stress

rapidly

increase

equilibrium

constant,

strain

to a higher

piezometric

alternatively,

are predicted:

surface

grainsize
will

equilibrates
After

decrease

with

(for

retrograde

(2)
stress

in both

can

strength.
action

(path
or in-

a profound

GSS

creep;

weaker or stronger

on

rock

transient

reof a

ways (Brodie
the growth

of the other primary
enhance

syn-

the rheology

(1) they inhibit

grainsize

effect

of fine-grained

can influence

therefore

that

in polymineralic

rock in two principal
1985):

of this section,

indicate

reactions

The growth

deforming
Rutter,

ated

studies

have

products

als and

models

conditions)

laboratory
metamorphic

equilibrium

recrystallized

the flow stress

this, the grainsize

on the

D-D,);

grain growth occurs at constant

and strain rate until the dynamically
D-D,).

rate and

value

(path

(1)

out at the beginning

and
to an

miner-

diffusion-accommod-

(2) they

are themselves

than other minerals

much

already

in

crease (for prograde conditions).
Of course, both lithostatic
and pore pressures

the rock. Where hydrous reactants or products are
involved, the pressure and temperature
conditions

can change during the deformation.
If high effective pressures are attained,
the brittle field ex-

under

pands at the expense of the GSI and GSS creep
regimes (Figs. 5 and 9). For a given rock type

shear zone.

subjected to such conditions,
grainsize reduction
can involve cataclasis rather than dynamic recrystallization.
Wojtal and Mitra (1986) relate grainsize reduction during cataclasis to strain softening

which these rheological

be sensitive

sure-solution
creep. A rheological
path (E-E,)
involving
brittle deformation
that leads to GSS
creep is favored at low temperatures,
high pore
pressures and/or low lithostatic pressures (Fig. 9).
‘h

northwestern

in the

Italy.

These

rocks

are described

in

Vogt (1962) and have been studied in detail by
Steck
and
Tieche
(1976)
Kruhl
and
Voll
(1978/79),
and Brodie (1980). The peridotites are
believed to have crystallized at magmatic temperatures of about 1200 o C (estimates range from 1000
to 1400’ C; see fig. 3 in the review of Zingg, 1983)
and later to have deformed
and re-equilibrated
granulite
facies conditions.
The olivine
outside of the shear zone (Fig. 10a) are

relatively
coarse (ca. 5-20 mm in olivine-rich
layers; Kruhl and Voll, 1978/79, p. 99) and show
evidence
straight

log d 3. .:. . -4

!**%
OI
:. 0 * .: d

\
\

Fig. 9. Schematic
deformation

homologous

temperature

regime

showing

the brittle field leading
increase

nical equilibrium

\

(7
u

F

L

map

to GSS creep (path

in pore pressure.
curves corresponds

based on the topologies

Piezome tric
curve

(T,,)-log

grainsize

The position

c

grainsize

reduction

E-E,)

in

following

a

of the mecha-

to those in Fig. 8 and is
in Figs. 5 and 7.

of microstructural
grain boundaries,

equilibrium
stable
120”

(i.e.
grain-

boundary
triple junctions).
The deformation
in
Figs. lob, c and d is inferred to have occurred

GSI-Creep

‘\
GSI

4* 1:: 2: 1 ::g

localized

pore pressure

A particularly
well-documented
example of such
a syntectonic
reaction in nature is shown in Fig.
10. The ductile shear zone from which these sam-

under
grains

BRll

(d)

occur may

ples were taken occurs in phlogopite-bearing
peridotites of the Finer0 Complex in the Ivrea Zone,

that is associated with the simultaneous
operation
of frictional
sliding and grain&e-sensitive
pres-

(pm)

to the imposed

changes

under retrograde hydrous upper amphibolite
facies
conditions.
This is based on the modal increase
into the shear zone of phlogopite,
the decrease of
olivine, orthopyroxene
and hornblende,
and the
disappearance
of spine1 and clinopyroxene
(Brodie,
1980). Detailed chemical analysis of both clasts
and recrystallized
grains in the mylonitic
matrix
indicates temperatures
of about 700°C
although
the temperature
estimates vary greatly with both
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Sketch

Map of

-

Sample

Locations

Phlogopite-bearing
Peridotite

Fig. 10. Microstructural

evolution

_

-

_

within

a sheared

phlogopite-bearing
northwestern

a. Microstructure
equilibrated

within

a weakly

grain boundaries.

foliated

Undulose

associated
b. Mylonitic

microstructure

surrounds
c. Incipient

syntectonic
e. Ultramylonitic

outside

alteration

microstructure
phlogopite
foliation

related

with late brittle deformation

within

the shear

zones:

of an orthopyroxene
at the center
is locally

ultracataclastic

the Finer0

in (b)-(d)

(see e). Frame dimensions:
of dynamically

clast to phlogopite
zones;

a boudinaged

overprinted

material

to shearing

olivine, orthopyroxene,

of the shear

and olivine and contains
(bottom)

matrix

from

Complex

in the Ivrea Zone of

of the shear zones. Note the large olivine grainsize

is probably

clasts of un- or less-recrystallized

syntectonic

d. Ultramylonitic

peridotite

extinction

peridotite
Italy.

recrystallized
amphibole,

clast of dynamically

by cataclasites

into the surrounding

and

olivine

cm) and
cracks

are

recrystallized

ca. 50-100

pm)

(11.5 X 7.7 mm).

is comprised

ultracataclasites

ultramylonite

(ave. grainsize

along intragranular

matrix

(ave. l-2

transgranular

11.5 x 7.7 mm.
and phlogopite

is concentrated

ultramylonitic

below. Narrow

cracks (0.7 x 0.5 mm).

of fine-grained

(-

10 am)

olivine (5.6 x 3.8 mm).
(top).

(1.4 x 1.0 mm).

Note

the “intrusion”

of
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the geothermometer
(Brodie,

and the measuring

1980; Zingg,

technique

In the sample located just adjacent

to the shear

zone (i.e. 3 cm from the center of the shear zone),
olivine

has undergone

tallization
pm,

extensive

dynamic

and

Voll,

197881979,

unrecrystallized

olivine

p. 106) which
and orthopyrox-

ene clasts (Fig. lob). The development
lattice

recrys-

and forms a matrix of fine grains (3-75

Kruhl

surround

preferred

crystallized
axes parallel

orientation

olivine

grains

see type-IV

patterns

1978-1979)

indicates

of a strong

in dynamically

re-

such as these (e.g. OOl-

to the mylonitic

The logi, -T-logd
the possible

1983).

stretching

on p. 96 of Kruhl

diagram

rheological

rock which has undergone

of a deforming

a syntectonic

reaction

such as that outlined above for the sheared peridotites in the Ivrea Zone. The diagram is like that
in Fig. 8, but includes
representing

an isothermal

a syntectonic

Th = 0.5, and pressure
paths

for constant

constant
only

(path

ABEF)

of olivine

recrystallization

by a continuous
stress-dependent
tion of olivine under retrograde

along

but

A-B

dynamic
is followed

grainsize
conditions

of a hydrous

towards point F. This can lead to GSS creep if the
syntectonic
grainsize is sufficiently
small and the

(Brodie,

1980).
The tectonite taken from the center of the shear
zone (Fig. 10d) contains an ultrafine-grained
(5-10

rate

along

reducof in-

creasing

shearing

strain

and

are shown,

the olivine aggregates controlled
the rheology of
the rock at this stage. Incipient
reaction of the
hornblende
and orthopyroxene
(opx) to finegrained phlogopite is apparent along the fractures
in the clasts (Fig. 10~) and implies the infiltration
fluid phase during

and

ABCD)

here. Initial

lineation,

Rx,

rheological

rate (path

is described

stress

plane,

at temperature

P. End-member

strain

viscosity

the latter

reaction

and Voll,

that GSI power law creep of

in Fig. 11 depicts

evolution

B-E.

This

corresponds
roughly
with the mechanical
and
thermal conditions
inferred from the microstructures in Fig. lob. At point E in Fig. 11, syntectonic

reaction

causes drastic

grainsize

reduction

pm)
matrix
of syntectonically
recrystallized
phlogopite and olivine + opx. The boudinage
and
elongation
of dynamically
recrystallized
olivine
aggregates
(Fig. 10d) indicates
that a strength
inversion
has occurred between the dynamically
recrystallized
olivine grains and the micaceous
reaction products. This is due to the fine grainsize
of the syntectonic
phlogopite and to the suppression of equilibrium
grain growth of olivine in the
matrix. It is the fine-grained
phlogopite-rich
matrix which now controls

the rheology

of the defor-

ming rock. While the microstructural
evolution
shown in Fig. 10 occurred in a peridotite, similar
trends are observed in ortho- and paragneisses
deformed under eclogite facies conditions
(Rubie,
1983) and amphibolite
to greenschist facies conditions
(Handy,
1986). Cataclasites
and ultracataclasites
within the ultramylonites
(Fig. 10e)
mark late brittle movements.
In this case, it is not
possible to ascertain whether embrittlement
was
continuous
with the final stages of retrograde
crystal-plastic
deformation,
or if it represents the
reactivation
of the shear zone under an&zone
conditions
or lower.

Rx
Fig. 11. End-member
for polymineralic
phic

reaction,

boundary

Rx.

surfaces

8. The location
temperature
tions
direct
stant

of the reaction

view. Paths
strain

Mechanical

of 0.5 corresponds

lines and

reaction
open
ABCD

rheological

involving

and contours

of syntectonic

Dashed

retrograde

tectonites

circles
and

rate and constant

evolution

a syntectonic

stability

fields,

paths

metamorequilibrium

are the same as in Figs. 6 and
plane,

Rx,

approximately
in Figs.
represent
ABEF
viscosity

Section 4.3).

at a homologous
with the condi-

10~ and
points

d (see text).
hidden

from

are, respectively,

con-

paths

(explanation

in
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volume

proportion

large enough.

Such conditions

ultramylonites
grainsize
fine

of this fine-grained

in Fig.
must

predominate

be in order

will depend

relative
strength
under

morphic

to the

rates

the

proportion

of

for GSS creep

of, the less-deformed
or -enhanced

to

hanced
Together

clasts.
softening

meta-

conditions.

However,

this process

is seen

and

mobility

grain
during

growth

work

against

the

mineralic

weakest

growth

and

microstructural
anneal,

this is

shear zones are so rarely

rheological

of a constant

trajectory

agrams in Fig. 12. Initial

environ-

the reduction
for GSS creep.

in nature.

A simple example
grade

hinders

post-tectonic

why prograde

recognized

as the most effective, and probably also the predominant
mode of concentrating
strain in polytectonic

grain

to the levels required
with

probably

can

or prograde

in a prograde

dislocation

equilibration

retrograde

and

temperature

of grainsize

in, or

either

rocks

with

reactions,
in-

of such prograde
climb

localization
of strain (i.e. shear zones will broaden
and deformation
will become more diffuse). En-

diffusiv-

mobility

In the absence
of dislocation

crease

species in the mylonitic

to the dislocation

Reaction-induced
occur

ment.

small

on the effective

ity of the rate-controlling
brittle

how

and how large the volume

grains

matrix

may apply

10d. Just

is

material

mineral

strain-rate

is shown

in the di-

grainsize-reduction

of the tectonite

pro-

proceeds

in the
from A

as far as the equilibrium
grainsize B. Thereafter,
grainsize
increases
along the piezometric
curve
until temperatures
the discontinuous

ric

e, P

are attained that correspond to
reaction at point C on the plane

Rx. Two end-member
paths leading to GSS creep,
C-D and C-E, are possible: path C-D involves a
grainsize decrease during reaction which is sufficiently

great

conditions

to induce

of the

GSS

reaction.

creep
For

at the

the

P-T

alternative

path, C-E,
the growth of the new syntectonic
reaction product(s)
suppresses
equilibrium
grain
growth of the initially weak mineral. Continued
deformation
with increasing temperature
occurs at
constant

grainsize

until

the

rock

intersects

the

GSI-GSS
regime boundary
by GSS creep.

and begins

4.4. Rheological

in the grainsize-sensi-

trajectories

to deform

tive creep field
(b)
\I
a2

0.4 -8

Thd
a6

0.6

1.0

A change from GSI (dislocation)
creep to diffusion-accommodated
GSS creep will occur if three
fundamental
conditions
are fulfilled:
(1) the
grainsizes
within the GSI-creep
field are sufficiently small; (2) temperatures
are low enough to
retard significant
grain growth,
enough to allow grain-boundary

Fig. 12. Prograde,
path

constant

for polymineralic

tectonites

tion, Rx. The mechanical
surfaces,

and contours

strain

stability

rate

involving

rheological

a syntectonic

fields, equilibrium

in (a) and (b) are identical

Figs. 11 and 9, respectively.

evolution
reac-

boundary
to those in

See end of Section 4.3 for explana
tion.

-

but remain high
diffusion; (3) the

fine grains comprise a significantly
high proportion of the rock (> 30 vol.%; Jordan, 1987) to
govern its rheology.
Once these conditions
are
met, drastic softening will occur due to the lower
stress sensitivities
and activation
energies of GSS
creep.
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Within

the field of GSS creep, there are several

end-member
changes

rheological

paths

in flow stress and/or

are illustrated

that
strain

result

in

rate. These

of constant

flow

to reveal the curved planes

stress:

(1) If mechanical

path

8), then

and

equilibria
A-A,

GSS

strain-rate

in Fig. 13, in which the GSS-creep

field has been exposed

microstructural
lowing

creep

drop

are achieved

in the GSI-creep
may

ments

of White

magnesium

grainsize
leads

at constant

(path

A-B

on polycrystalline
drop

occurs

grainsize

temperature

decrease

grainsize

stress requires

that

at a

remains

and strain

along

at constant

an increase

A-D. (4) Under
in the GSS-creep
grainsize

and

with the peak stress. (2) Decreasing

to a stress

Decreasing

grainsize

a stress

recrystallized

in equilibrium

a stress

is based on the experi-

et al. (1985)

in which

dynamically

involve

at constant

in Fig. 13). This trajectory

(e.g. fol-

field of Fig.

path

temperature

(3)
and

in strain rate along path

syntectonic
prograde
regime, deformation

can progress

rate

A-C.

along

path

conditions
at constant

A-E

at con-

stant strain rate and
path A-F at constant

decreasing
stress or along
stress and increasing strain

rate.

in the GSS regime

(5) Deformation

involves decreasing
grainsize
and strain-rate
(i.e. constant

which

at constant
stress
viscosity) can only

occur under
syntectonic
retrograde
conditions
(path A-G).
Note that paths A-C, A-D, A-E and A-F in
Fig. 13 all result in a decrease in viscosity. Path
A-B
rate

(b)

involves a viscosity increase, since the strain
decreases more rapidly than does stress at

constant
contours

temperature
and grainsize (see eqn. 1 and
in Fig. 3). This rheological
trajectory

probably pertains to ductile shear zones at or near
the end of their movement history.
log d

(pm)

4.5. The effects
rheology

A
-

of time and strain

on fault

zone

'h Fig.

13. End-member

rheological

paths

within

the field

grainsize-sensitive

(GSS) power law creep. All rheological

start

A on the mechanical

from point

between

the GSI- and GSS-creep

equilibrium

regimes

of

paths

boundary

(see Section

4.4 for

explanation).
a. Schematic
(T,)-log
curved

log shear strain rate (T)-homologous

grainsize
planes

(d)

of constant

within the GSS-creep
All surfaces

diagram
shear

stress

(fine

field. Shear stress increases

are contoured

temperature

as in Fig. 6, but containing

for constant

strain

light

stipples)

from r, to 7s.
rate,

tempera-

ture, and grainsize.
b. Temperature
s-l

is derived

contours

(T)-log

grainsize

(d)

diagram

from Fig. 12a. Mechanical

are identical

to those

semiquantitatively

in Fig.

at y =lO-t2

stability

fields and

13b and

are based

on Fig. 7a.

When considering

the model rheological

trajec-

tories above, it is helpful to recall the time and
size scales of the dynamic processes involved in
ductile faulting. The straight, essentially
isothermal grainsize-reduction
paths in the GSI-creep
regime. in Fig. 8 represent changes in the microstructure that occur after very small strains and
short times. In high-temperature
creep experiments,
mechanical
and microstructural
steadystate are achieved
following
critical shortening
strains of as little as 5 to 10% (A. Ord, written
commun., 1985). If homogeneous
shear is assumed
on the scale of the shear zone, a pure shear strain
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of 0.100 corresponds

to an octahedral

simple shear

strain,

y, of only 0.173 (eqn. 4). For average shear

strain

rates

of lo-i2

to lo-l3

shear strain is attained

s-l,

this critical

isothermal

comparison,

the

(paths

Z
(IO-‘2-10-13

= 5.5

s-i )(3.15 X 10’ s/yr)

x lo3 to 5.5 X lo4 years

This is a maximum

estimate,

rates and critical strains
Similarly, the isothermal

A-A,

rheological
of constant

and A-A,

and/or

temperature-dependent

(14)

viscosity

contrast

of < 10% are possible.
syntectonic
reaction-in-

duced grainsize-reduction
paths (C-D) in Figs. 11
and 12 imply that the reaction rate must be fast

surrounding,

conditions

temperature

changes

that

either

isothermal

with a strain-

increase

in

rock.

Based

on

becomes

more pronounced

This explains
strain

at lower temperatures.

shear zones are narrower
gradients

towards

and have higher

the adjacent

rock

are

shear zone with a finite simple shear strain, y, of
100 to 1000 deforming at an average shear strain
rate of lo-l2 s-’ is active for ca. 3.2 to 32 m.y.,

5.1. The boundary conditions

using eqn. (14) above. Shear strains of 100 to 1000
correspond
to displacements
of between 8.9 and
89 m for a meter-wide
shear zone. These values
limit the shear strain in many large fault zones.
Uplift rates in erogenic terrains can occur over
similar time spans. Indeed, the activity of large
is closely

related

than

shear zones (e.g. observations

5. Detachment and shear in the lithosphere:
evolutionary rheological model

zones

the

why, for a given rock type, low-tem-

presumed to occur over periods comparable
to the
duration
of deformation.
For example, a ductile

shear

the

the shear zone and the

less deformed

higher-temperature
in Ramsay, 1980).

involve

or

viscosity

configuration
of the viscosity contours in Figs. 3
and 7, it is evident that this viscosity contrast

grainsize tracks
C-C,
in Figs.
and

under

is associated

between

perature

times

of shear
increase

in stress and strain rate. So

of strain

compared
to the strain rate. In contrast,
those
parts of retrograde rheological trajectories in which
with stress (e.g. paths A-A, and
8a and b) require much longer

evolution

in Fig. 8b) with concom-

1

since faster strain

increases

the localization

results

in Fig. 3a). In

or decreasing

itant relative
or retrograde

conditions

(see contours

a lower rate of viscosity

even conditions

0.173

or retrograde

increase

zones involves

after only:

Y
t years= 7
Y

[

under

in a viscosity

to, if not directly

an

The effects of changing pressure, temperature
and grainsize on the rheological
history of fault
rocks bear important
implications
for the structure and rheology of the Earth’s lithosphere.
The
tectonic model presented
in this section is intended
interactive

to demonstrate
microstructural

the

potential
and

effects

of

metamorphic

responsible
for, the late cooling history of some
metamorphic
terrains
(e.g., the Insubric
Line:

processes in the evolution of a simple lithospheric
section. While this model pertains
to an exten-

Hurford, 1986; S&mid et al., 1987).
The rheological
paths in the deformation
regime diagrams are valid only for the scale of the
ductile shear zones. As the shear zones nucleate
and evolve, the volume of rock outside of the
shear zones undergoes
a much different
rheological history. This is shown with the dotted lines
in Fig. 8b for the rheological
trajectories
beginning at point A. The dotted lines indicate that
strain rate in the large, less deformed volume of
rock outside of the shear zone decreases or remains constant as the strain is localized into ductile
shear zones. Constant
or decreasing
strain rate

sional tectonic setting, the general principles
are
also valid for a compressional
tectonic environment.
Consider
a hypothetical
lithospheric
section
comprised
of three lithological
domains
whose
rheology is governed, respectively,
by wet quartzite (granitic
upper
crust, UC), dry quartzite
(granodioritic
lower crust, LC) and wet olivine
(olivine-rich
uppermost mantle, UM). For the sake
of simplicity, the lithological domains are assumed
to be compositionally
homogeneous
on the scale
of the section. The depth to the Moho prior to
lithospheric
stretching is set arbitrarily
at 47 km.
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Figure

14 superposes

rheological
contains

geothermal,

information
a static,

of Chapman

petrological

for this model

steady-state

rift geotherm,

(1986), two retrograde
(P-T-t)

nuous

curves. Also included

tion regime boundaries

P-T-t

in exhumed

Gr,,.

paths

lithosphere

terrains,

in which

the overall

rate of heat loss

and advection

the

increase

fields of the three lithological

domains

referred

P-T-t

tively

Y,-Y,).

Each

point

along

of hot,

against

words,

paths in Fig. 14 describe

the rate
fast

uplifted,

cooler

the

intruded

rocks.

In

equilibration

to the rate

than

from

and/or

crustal

of thermal

compared

is greater

resulting

other
is rela-

of extensional

shearing, so cooling occurs throughout
the time
frame considered. This is reflected in the concave
shape of the P-T-t
curve, with a positive slope in

upper crust-lower
crust (UC-LC,
and lower crust-upper
mantle

curve

heat

juxtaposition

to

the thermobarometric
history
of crustal
scale
horizontal
to subhorizontal
fault zones at the in-

(LC-UM,

of

material

above.
The retrograde

terface between
curve X,-X,)

rate

of

the paths in Fig.

due to conduction

in the creep

absence

shear zones

for an extending

and effective

contours

the

conceptually

from GSI power law creep as well as shear stressshear viscosity

than the initial

In

from natural

extensional

14 are constructed

behavior

a point along a unique

that is greater

geotherm,

complete

are deforma-

brittle

geotherm,

steady-state

Grss,

and two disconti-

separating

paths also represents

transient

It

pressure-tem-

perature-time
reaction

paths,

P-T-t

and

section.

the P-T

the

EXTENDING

plane.

Although

the model is qualitative,

LITHOSPHERE
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PLASTICITY
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Fig. 14. Combined
rheological

pressure-temperature

evolution

during

lithological/mineralogical
zones is tracked
mW/m2
syntectonic
Kfeldspar
facies.

+ Al-silicate

Rx,

Mechanical
effective

reactions
+ H,O

represents
equilibrium

(prograde

n =

crust, lower crust,

formulation;
hydration

are valid for a regional
Creep data:

(1981; Table 1 this paper);

2.8, Q = 184 kJ/mole;

lithosphere.

(3) hydrous

rocks

and upper

Steady-state

reaction

1981), taken

rate of lo-l4

(1) wet Anita

Bay dunite

(2) vacuum-dried

Heavitree

“as is” Heavitree

quartzite

zones

at

of these fault

for a surface heat flow of 90
in Section

crust:

Rx,

is the reaction

the amphibolite
greenschist
(GSI)

Frictional

power

constants

facies

5.1. Two generic

muscovite

facies
and

law creep

from

+ quartz +
the granulite

amphibolite

facies.

and for contours

for the brittle

of steady-state

from Jaoul et al. (1984):

from Jaoul et al. (1984):

Q = 163 kJ/mole.

fault

is modelled

based on a reanalysis

quartzite

large

evolution

is described

between

s-l.

with

The rheological

trajectories

to grainsize-insensitive

shear strain

a model pressure-temperature-time

Y coincide

mantle.

to separate

at the transition

from brittle

X and

rift geotherm

of the continental

Turner,

grid showing

Points

of model pressure-temperature-time

for the transition

Byerlee (1978; Table 2 this paper).

upper

for alumino-silicate

a hypothetical
curves

continental

in Fig. 15 (see text). Sources:

time, f0-t4,

shear viscosity

and Paterson

between

1986). Construction

metamorphic

regime map and petrogenetic

of the upper

boundaries

through

(Chapman,

deformation

rifting

of

regime are from

creep data of Chopra

A = 3.44 x 10e6 MPa-”

A = 9.98 x 1O-6 MPa-”

so’,

SC’,

n = 2.4,
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it produces

a thermal

the geologically
statically

history

realistic

that

concept

balanced

pelitic

hydration

rocks

transition

and

from

facies. Similarly,
tion, Rx,,
Figure

iso-

Time

reaction

-f-r

granitic

and
the

the hypothetical
greenschist

38 ‘C/km

IogjTlMPal
”

”

l6 ”

-’
‘3 1’ ‘5

log+lMPa-sJ

IogTlMPaJ
‘6 ‘7

muscovite-

to approximate

the amphibolite

in

(b)]

30 ‘C/km

stretching

is the

(alI

to

jeothermal
Gradlent
l3

is taken

separates

facies conditions

of gradual,

lithospheric

(Lachenbruch
et al., 1985).
The reaction
curve, Rx,,
breakdown

approximates

to the granulite
hydration

reac-

from amphibolite

(Fig. 14).

15 shows the shear strength-

and viscos-

ity versus

depth profiles corresponding
to five
paths in
points in time, t, to t,, along the P-T-t
Fig. 14. The shear zones (striped regions in Fig.
15) are assumed to maintain
constant
viscosity
throughout
their history. The consequences
of this
assumption

are addressed

in Section

5.2. Initial strain localization

Strain
spheric
depths

localization

Time

t*

Geothermal
Gradlent
:’ -’

(cl

1

!

;

id)

t3

36 ‘C/km

34

,ogT
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Y/km

-,2 -J

0

33

J

f

(e:

‘C/km

log r

5.6.

at time t,

in this

very

simple

litho-

column may occur at different times and
and involve
several of the rheological

trajectories
outlined in the last section. With the
onset of deformation
at time t,, there are at least
three type-localities
of potential rheological instability (numbered
in Fig.
logical boundaries
(e.g.
and LC at point X0 and
point Y, in Fig. 15a); (2)

15a): (1) at major lithoboundaries
between UC
between LC and UM at
at the high stress “beak”

marking
the transition
from brittle behavior
to
viscous creep; (3) at depths corresponding
to the
intersection
of the ambient steady state geotherm
with the reaction curves. These rheologically
unstable zones are considered in order below.
After only small amounts
of strain and time
(Section 4.5) dynamic recrystallization
at the type
(1) locations (X0 and Y, in Fig. 15a) can lead to
the development
of ductile fault zones in the
weakest parts, i.e. the base, of the less competent
lithological
units (UC and LC), but possibly also
affecting the adjacent tops of the relatively competent units (LC and UM) at such lithological
boundaries.
Shear zones develop at these localities
due to the differing activation energies and stress

Fig. 15. Log shear

strength

versus depth profiles

and

through

shear

viscosity

a simple compositionally

hetero-

geneous

model of the continental

( t,,-t4)

during

9 =10-14

rifting

s-r.

rheological
Numbers

and

rheological
a shear

instability

strength

assumed

zones

zones

described
regions)

cohesionless

mally stippled
is). Headings

stippled

failure

section

geothermal
creep

(Section

5.2). Major
Y) and are

those

parts

gradient

of the

in deformation

areas indicate

of each rheological
to GSS

14.

slivers within

and frictional
frictional

SI-transitions

in Fig.

of potential

X and
Dark

a change

areas are cohesive

time and upper crustal
and

represent

have undergone
brittle

of
the

in parts of the crust with

viscosity.

15b-e

times
rate

from

in the text (Section

nucleate

regime to GSS creep. Densely
nantly

information

15a are zones

at constant

in Figs.

which

strain

graphically

of 1 MPa or less (points

to remain

the shear
shear

petrological
3 in Fig.

for various

regional

are constructed

model

fault zones (hatched

lithosphere

at a constant

Profiles

1, 2 and

log effective

predomi-

sliding.

behavior
indicate
during

are described

Nor-

(cataclasthe relative
rifting.

RE-

in the text

5.4).

sensitivities
of the mineral(s)
governing
creep in the three lithological
domains.
15a, ductile fault zones (hatched regions)

viscous
In Fig.
initially
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occur

in rocks

strength

with

trajectory

followed

the isothermal,

chosen

to which

temperature
formation.
Grainsize

strain-rate

path
ductile

tops of the relatively
on the strength

A-A,

contrast

part

in Fig.

faulting

competent

to

of the
8b. The

also affects

the

units will depend

conditions

quite

different

onset

of the most

terrains

abound

under

at the transition

upper

at the

tectonic
minerals

tle to crystal-plasticity

(type

low pressures

from brit-

(2) location

above

occurs at relatively

low

and high stresses.

Un-

der these conditions,
shear zones can nucleate at
the base of the beak in Fig. 15a and may even
involve a transition
from either cataclasis or GSI
creep to GSS creep (path B-B, in Fig. 8b or path
E-E,
in Fig. 9). Faulting above this level entails
brittle failure and frictional sliding.
The localization
of strain at reactions Rx, and

the ones

recent

prevailing

deformation.

with examples

crustal

metamorphosed

at the
Orogenic

of this sort, since

referred
Figs.

conditions,

again

reaction

during

mechanism

to in Section

11 and

-the

buried,

and

next.

Syn-

can lead to a breakdown

which can in turn

deformation
reduction

from

intermediate
and deep crustal rocks are exhumed
during one erogenic event only to be redeformed

of the de-

of the two units

and strain-rate

and in Fig. 15a) generally
temperatures,

shear

rheological

in these zones corresponds

constant

grain&e-reduction
extent

an arbitrarily

of 1 MPa or less. The initial

in the manner
4.3 (paths

12a). Due

of these

favor a change
C-D

in the
already

or E-F

to the cyclical,

in

positive-

feedback nature
phic interactions,

of deformational
and metamorreactions such as this can accel-

erate the process

of strain

localization.

5.3. The rheology at time t

At time t, during crustal thinning,
the geotherm has increased to a maximum transient value,
above the initial steady-state
and 15b). The rocks which

value, G,, (Figs. 14
initially were at X0

sufficiently high and the reaction kinetics are fast
compared
to the initial strain rate in the deforming rock. Should the reaction involve a hydrous

and

section

phase, then the rocks on either side of the reactions may contain
different
amounts
of structurally bound water or water-related
species in

isostacy of the lithosphere
during
the fault zones in the intermediate

nominally
anhydrous
minerals such as quartz or
olivine. Since most such reactions require water
(when formulated
as retrograde
reactions),
the

with respect to their former positions. Due to the
heightened geothermal gradient, brittle behavior is

Rx, in Fig. 15a can
segments of UC and

nominally

anhydrous

occur in granitic
LC if the strain

minerals

crustal
rate is

on the lower tem-

perature side of the reaction are depleted in water
with respect to those on the higher temperature
side. This can cause a relative decrease in creep
strength on the higher temperature
side of the
reaction
due to the weakening
effect of water
incorporated
into a rheologically
dominant
(i.e.
weak) mineral such as quartz, feldspar or olivine
(see schematic
inset beneath
Fig. 15a; Griggs,
1967; Ord and
show that this
initially
small
1981; Jaoul et

Hobbs, 1986). Laboratory
studies
effect is more likely to occur for
grainsizes
(Chopra and Paterson,
al., 1984). Alternatively,
the rocks

at type (3) locations
may contain
metastable
mineral parageneses
that are relicts of conditions

Y, in the lithospheric

now

occupy

shallower levels at lower temperatures
and pressures (points Xi and Y, in Figs. 14 and 15b). The

and

upper

mantle

suppressed
somewhat
at shallower depths).

to migrate

thinning causes
to lower crust
passively

upward

(i.e. viscous creep operates
Reactions such as Rx, and

Rx, also occur at higher crustal levels for a given
bulk composition,
fluid composition
and partial
pressure. It is important
to see that cooling during
uplift produces increases in flow stress and shear
viscosity for rocks deforming at a given strain rate
(eqns. 1 and A8 in the Appendix).
This is evident
in Fig. 14 from the oblique angle between the
P-T-t
paths of points X and Y, and the essentially isothermal
flow stress-viscosity
contours in
the GSI creep fields for quartzite
and dunite.
Thus, GSI creep in the retrograde
ductile shear
zones at X and Y involves grainsize reduction
along the equilibrium
piezometric plane in Fig. 8b.
This equilibrium
viscosity-grainsize
relationship
is
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derived

from

pressed

as:

eqns.

(1) and (13) and can be ex-

deforming
tion

log d
=f

log K-

)]

(15)
where

the variables

and constants

are as defined

in eqns. (1) and (13) or in the Appendix.
shear

at X1 and

into

narrower

lower

Yi in Fig. 15b is concentrated

zones

viscosity

Ductile

than

than

that

in Fig. 15a and has a
of the

adjacent,

less

deformed rocks (Section 4.5). Strain rates in the
shear zones deforming
at constant
viscosity are
estimated
zones

by assuming

that stress within

is at the same levels as without.

conditions,
the minimum
dry quartz-rich
tectonite
therefore:
j/Z

5 MPa

= 5x

the shear
For these

shear strain rate of the
at Xi in Fig. 16b is

10-13

(16)

s-1

1Ol4 MPa s

or five times higher than the regional strain rate of
lo-l4
s-l outside of the shear zone. Of course,
higher values of local shear strain rate result if the
shear zones have higher stresses or a lower viscosity. Conversely, lower strain rates are obtained for
a given flow stress if the viscosity of the shear
zone increases.
5.4.

The rheology from

at t,

(1) When

the

P-T-t

rock intersects

curve,

Rx,,

trajectory

of the

the discontinuous

a drastic

decrease

reac-

in grainsize

occurs and GSS creep (inferred to be diffusionaccommodated
grain-boundary
sliding) becomes
the predominant

mode of deformation.

logical

followed

trajectory

in Fig.
affects

11. Since
rocks

affects

reaction

in Fig.

of LC bulk-composition,

tion-enhanced
stricted

the

The rheo-

is that of path

softening

to that

part

is in
of the

this

type of reaction-enhanced
GSS creep was described

the reacinstance

shear

LC rocks (see inset beneath

zone

transition

rewhich

Fig 15~). This

transition
from GSI to
in the previous section

(e.g. Figs, 11 and 12) and is here called
original

ABEF
14 only

(reaction-enhanced),

adapted

term for the process

coined

an REfrom

the

by White and

Knipe (1978).
(2) If the shear stresses are sufficiently
high
(e.g. at high strain rates and low homologous
temperatures),
then the grainsize in the weakest
mineral controlling
the rheology of the rock will
eventually become so small as to facilitate a switch
to GSS creep (see discussion,
type of transition
is termed

Section 4.4). This
an SI transition

(stress-induced)
and is depicted
in Fig. 8b. SI transitions
are
stresses and will occur preferentially

with path A-A,
favored at high
in more com-

petent rocks initially undergoing
GSI creep in a
shear zone. For the ductile shear zone between LC
times

t,

to t,:

localized

and UM at points

Y in Fig. 15, SI transitions

changes in creep regimes

tend to occur within
competent,
olivine-rich

At time t,, the transient
geothermal
gradient
has decreased to 36” C/km
from its maximum
value at t, and the deforming rocks previously at
X, and Y, are at yet lower temperatures
and
pressures corresponding
to X, and Y, along their
respective P-T-t
trajectories
(Figs. 14 and 15~).
Shear stresses and/or
strain rates in these shear
zones have increased
even more markedly.
The
estimated shear strain rate of shear zone X at t,
has risen to ca. 5 X IO-l2 s-i, an order of magnitude higher than at t,. For a shear zone at the
litho-rheological
boundary
between LC and UM
(at point Y,), a switch in deformation
regimes
from GSI to GSS creep and concomitant
drop in
viscosity may occur in two separate ways:

hand

inset,

beneath

will

the cap of the relatively
UM rock (see lower rightFig.

15e). As mentioned

in

Section 4.1, microstructures
suggestive
of GSS
creep in nature are generally observed in mylonites
with a grainsize of 5-15 pm or less. The ambient
temperatures
at which such fine, steady-state
grainsizes are attained can be estimated with eqn.
(15). These are plotted for different
shear zone
viscosities in Fig. 16, using the GSI power law for
wet dunite derived in Section 1.2 and the Mercier
et al. (1977) dynamically
recrystallized
grainsize
piezometer for wet dunite. In a shear zone with a
constant viscosity of 1Ol4 MPa s assumed in Fig.
15, the transition
to GSS creep in the UM rock is
predicted
to occur at about 650°C. This corresponds

to time t3 along

the P-T-t

trajectory

for
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Initially,

the bulk of the strain

in the softer matrix

and

in their

feldspar

centration

clasts

figs. 1, 6 and
recrystallization
a grainsize

I (“Cl
temperature

for various

size-insensitive
piezometric
longer

(GSI)

valid

(coarsely

stippled

and textural

observations

stress-induced

transition

is predicted
lOI

law creep

regime

are

A transitional
region)

(eqn. 15). The
curves is no

sufficiently

law creep

(dashed

grainsize

is taken

in mylonites

from

versus

in the grain-

the equilibrium

which

(GSS) power

contours).

grainsize

shear viscosities

describing

at grainsizes

the viscosity
pm

power

relationship

grainsize-insensitive

recrystallized

effective

small

microstructural

(see Section

4.1). The
olivine

to occur at ca. 650 o C for a shear zone viscosity

MPa s in Fig. 15d. Note
that: (1) dynamically

ibrated

with

similar

lengths

flow

stress;

that

of

the use of this diagram

recrystallized
(2) the shear

of time as for changes

of

of ca. 5 to 15

to GSS creep in polycrystalline

assumes

for

parts

grainsize
zone

has equil-

is active

in the ambient

over

tempera-

ture in the lithosphere.

predicted
GSI-GSS

temperature
range (600-700 o C) for the
transition
occurring at grainsizes of 10

to 50 pm and comparable

viscosities

in the T-log

d

minerals

indicating

It is

which display

mi-

that are suggestive

that grainsize
mineral

of

reduction

of

leads

to a strength

with respect to the initially

softer matrix,

at least on the thin-section
scale.
Stress-induced
transitions
to GSS creep will
probably
only occur over a limited
range of
strength

contrasts

across

litho-rheological

bound-

aries. If the weakest mineral controlling
GSI creep
in the less competent
lithology
is significantly
weaker

than

the weakest

mineral

controlling

GSI

creep in the more competent
lithology, then almost all of the strain is accommodated
in the less
competent
tectonite.
Conversely,
contrast between the two weakest

if the strength
minerals of the

respective lithologies
is small, then the critically
high flow stresses necessary to induce an SI transition to GSS creep in either lithology may never
accrue.

Y in Figs. 14 and 15d. The predicted transitional
temperature
varies strongly with viscosity as well
as with the piezometers and flow laws used. However, the value is in fair agreement
with the

in their

than in the softer matrix.

competent

inversion

and slowly de-

and amphibole

characteristics

GSS creep,

(olivine

6). Stress con-

7) eventually
resulted in dynamic
of the initially harder minerals to
“hard”

crostructural
the more

(pyroxene

smaller

these initially

dynamically

mineral

figs. 1 and

in the more competent

forming

Fig. 16. Steady-state

in these mylonites

was absorbed

Strain

is accommodated

more

homoge-

neously and both lithologies continue to deform in
the GSI-creep
regime. Thus, SI transitions
are
very

sensitive

amplification
temperature

to compositional

here and in Section
are easily
transitions.

effects

on

of flow strength in addition
and strain-rate
dependencies
pre-empted
This not

4.2. Moreover,

the

to the
cited

SI transitions

by weakening
due to RE
only explains the apparent

diagrams of Figs. 7a and b. It also corroborates
microstructural
observations
suggesting that GSS
creep in fine-grained
olivine-rich
rocks (d < 10
pm) occurs under upper amphibolite
to granulite
facies conditions (Rutter and Brodie, 1988).
There are as yet no reported observations
of
large-scale SI transitions
in nature. However, the
essentially bimineralic
“SP mylonites” of Bouillier

ubiquity of RE transitions
in nature, but also why
RE transitions
are expected to play a more important role during strain localization
in the lithosphere.

and Gueguen (1975)
scale examples of an
such mylonites
are
different lithologies

Continued
deformation
beyond time t, in the
model section considered
here results in further
crustal uplift and continued
decrease in the transient geothermal
gradient as the extending
litho-

may be interpreted
as microSI transition;
the minerals in
small-scale
analogues
of the
in crustal scale shear zones.

5.5. The rheology at time t,: progressive
ment

embrittle-
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spheric section cools. At t,, the P-T-t
shear

zone separating

reaction

curve Rx,

an RE transition
originally
thinned
failure

UC and LC intersects
(Fig. 14), possibly

47 km thick

crustal

viscous

sliding

regime.

in

model

at hand,

the deformational

taken up in the large fault zone, Y, at the LC-UM

pres-

interface,

Clearly,

the magnitude

of the strain

the direction

contrasts

strongly

the predominant

de-

different

lithological

domains.

those

quartzite

to simulate

the rheology

affects

on the relative

The

crust is done in the absence

tal flow laws for basic and feldspathic

at high strain rates, and which contain
a high
proportion
of competent
minerals
(e.g. the
olivine-rich

part

of the shear zone at Y, in Fig.

and limitations

of the model

The evolutionary
model presented here serves
as a convenient means of showing the tectonic and
thermal environments
in
trajectories in fault zones
with existing rheological
upper mantle (e.g. Sibson,

which various rheological
can occur. In accordance
models of the crust and
1983; White and Bretan,

1985; Kuznir and Park, 1986; Meissner,
1986)
large zones of detachment
and shear are predicted
to form at major litho-rheological
boundaries.
However, the litho-rheological
stratification
resulting from these models is strictly valid for initial
increments
of strain at the onset of orogeny or
lithospheric
stretching.
The model in this paper
demonstrates
simply that accounting
for the effects of evolving pressure, temperature
and grainsize can lead to a far more complex simulation
of
lithospheric
rheology. A subtle yet important
feature of the model is that viscosity contrasts between compositionally
different parts of the lithosphere are predicted
to change with time and
strain. At the outset (Fig. 15a), the viscosity-ratio
across both litho-rheological
boundaries
(UC-LC
and LC-UM)
is predicted
to be ca. 10 at the
regional shear strain rate of lo-i4 s-‘. By times t,
or t, (Figs. 15d and e), the viscosity ratio across
the UC-LC
boundary
is only 1 to 2, while that
across the LC-UM
boundary
has increased
to
about 100. Such changes in the relative viscosity
among large-scale lithological domains implies that

of reliable

leads to a significant

profiles

of dry

experimenrocks. This

underestimation

lower crustal strength.
The configuration
of the strength
versus depth

15e).
5.6. Implications

probably

use

of the

of the lower

depths

are deforming

and

depend

creep characteristics

shear zones first which have risen to very shallow
pressures),

ultimately

of migration

of the viscosity

in shear zones where

Embrittlement

(i.e. low effective

migrates

has been
brittle

much

front

section

effective

with

In the

downwards,

to levels which promote

creep was previously

formation

resulting

are accommodated

15e). The

to only 17 km. Eventually,
and frictional

the

the level at which large strains

can shift on the scale of the lithosphere.

(Fig.

to GSS creep

sures will reduce

path of the

of

and viscosity

in Fig. 15 partly

reflects

the

twin assumptions
and a constant

of a constant regional strain rate
viscosity
history for the shear

zones. In nature,

stress and strain

fore also viscosity)

rate (and there-

can vary over several orders of

magnitude,
particularly
in the vicinity of shear
zones. Moreover, the viscosity in shear zones will
vary with time. Changes in viscosity are due not
only to temperature
and strain-rate
variations,
as
in this model, but are also related to stress amplification, a function
of strain, crustal thickness,
geothermal
gradient
and
crustal
composition
(Kuznir and Park, 1986). Partial melting can also
induce a considerable
reduction in strength if the
melt/rock
ratio is high enough (> 30-35 vol.%)
and the melt forms an interconnective
within the rock (Van der Molen and
1979).
Syntectonic
ogy are more

reaction-induced
common

than

changes
might

network
Paterson,
in rheol-

be inferred

from the two discontinuous
reaction curves in Fig.
14. Rocks of different bulk composition
have different domains of mineral stability. Tectonites developed within these various rock types will therefore cross syntectonic
reaction curves at various
times and places. More specifically, the locations
at which reaction-induced
or -enhanced
strain localization occur depend on: (1) the bulk compositional profile of the lithospheric
section; (2) the
pressure (depth) and temperature
stabilities of the
different mineral facies in each compositional
domain; (3) the kinetics of the metamorphic
reactions with respect to the regional and local strain
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rate;
depth

(4) the variations

in effective

and time; (5) the variations

mal gradient
Taken

together,

the observations

ble for the bewildering
and

terrains:

structural

path

structural

(1) the inherited
itself

tectonometamorphic

to deformation;

(2) the

that

follow during

factors

heterogeneity,

the cumulative
time

with

various

above suggest
are responsicomplexity
a product
history

prior

of the lithosphere

the different

range

of high stresses

plasticity

and brittle

of such diagrams

behavior.

remains

between

The predictive

semiquantitative

nally,

the poorly

value
in view

dependencies

of such deformation
regimes on the imposed environmental
conditions
of temperature,
pore and
lithostatic
pressures, stress, strain rate and rockspecific
characteristics
such as grainsize
and
mineralogy.
The effect of variations
in these
parameters
on the stability fields or equilibrium
topologies
of deformation
regimes is illustrated
with two- and three-dimensional
deformation-regime diagrams that employ strain rate, temperature, pressure and grainsize coordinates.
The strain rate-temperature-pressure
diagrams
and strain-rate-temperaturegrainsize diagrams
in this paper show that the mechanical
topologies

understood

effects

the present

of time and

strain.
Strain-rate-temperature-grainsize
contoured
conjunction

occurs under
pressures and

uncertainties,

crystal

scarcity of data on the grainsize
sensitivity
of
theoretical
creep, the lack of a comprehensive
basis for understanding
brittle behavior, and fi-

involves different brittle and viscous creep regimes. The level at which strain localization
occurs,
the subsequent rheological evolution of high-strain
shear zones, and ultimately
the structure of the
all reflect

law creep is re-

Exponential

of

compositional

6. Summary and conclusions

lithosphere

stresses.

to a very narrow

of the large experimental

the most recent period of tectonism.

Deformation
of the lithosphere
varying temperatures
and effective

and

stricted

in

pressure-temperatureparts

rates

and strain rates near the transition

with time and strain.

that two main environmental
erogenic

pressure

in the geother-

diagrams

for stress and viscosity
are used in
with experimentally
calibrated paleo-

piezometers to constrain the rheological history of
deformed rocks. This forms the basis for an evolutionary

model

of lithospheric

rheology.

The rheo-

logical evolution of a fault zone is related both to
its location
within a compositionally
heterogeneous lithospheric
section as well as to the pressure-temperature-time
history
of that section.
First-order

detachments

at boundaries
alogical

between

domains

are expected
major

to nucleate

lithological-miner-

in the lithosphere.

Second-order

detachments
potentially
occur at depths corresponding
to changes in mineral stability and/or
to the onset of partial melting. Progressive localization of strain at such zones of rheological instability occurs when the rate of strain hardening
outside of the zones is greater than within the
zones. If the subsequent
shear zone activity is
comparable
to the periods over which changes in
the ambient
geotherm
occur, then temperature
influences
the hardening
rate and hence also the
rate of strain localization.
Strain localization
is

of deformation
regimes constructed
from the extrapolation
of experimental
constitutive
equations
for polycrystalline
olivine are in general agreement
with the conditions
and mechanisms
of deformation in natural
tectonites
inferred
from microstructural
studies: low lithostatic
pressures, high

diffusion-accommodated
granular
flow. Such a
transition in creep regimes from GSI to GSS creep
can occur in two basic ways: (1) In rocks with a

pore pressures and high strain rates promote brittle failure. Grainsize insensitive
(GSI) power law
creep predominates
at most geologically
relevant
strain rates, stresses and temperatures
in the crust
and uppermost mantle. However, sufficiently small
grainsizes and high temperatures
favor grainsize
sensitive (GSS) creep, particularly
at lower strain

rheology
governed
by the GSI creep of one
mineral, grainsize reduction leading to GSS creep
is favored by the high flow stresses prevailing in
low temperature
and/or
retrograde environments.
(2) For most polymineralic
rocks in both prograde
and retrograde settings, a change to GSS creep is
facilitated when there is a syntectonic
reaction of

accelerated

if grainsizes

in the

shear

zone

are

sufficiently
small and temperatures
sufficiently
high to allow the operation of GSS creep involving
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relatively

competent

fine grained

and/or

cur at depths

relict minerals

to form new,

gime maps in this paper,

weak minerals.

This will oc-

the text

corresponding

to the intersection

of

are solved

eqns. (l), (2), and (8) in

simultaneously

stress and the resulting

equations

a given pressure-temperature-time
path for an
active shear zone with a discontinuous
reaction

to express

the equilibrium

formation

regimes

curve separating

The

mineralogical

given compositional
The diagrams
heuristic
study

value

presented
and

of naturally

textures,
bilities,

stability

fields in a

in this paper have both

practical
deformed

microstructures,
and radiometric

equations

boundaries

system.
application
rocks.

syntectonic

to the

For example,
mineral

cc =

for

the

of the crust

and upper mantle. Alternatively,
the use of such
diagrams can be inverted to provide better constraints on the position of equilibrium
boundaries
between
nature.

deformation

regimes

and mechanisms

equilibrium

(Q,,)(xrln[
T.iA]
a+P(l-A)@-1)

-’

2

- 273

(Al)
for equilibrium
between
frictional
sliding and
power law creep (note: m = 0 for grainsize-insensitive creep);
6
-#z+P(l-A)@-l)]

in

-1

- 273
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Appendix
To obtain mechanical
equilibrium
curves
the P-T, log-j-T
and T-log d deformation

for
re-

(A41
for equilibrium
between grainsize-insensitive
and
grainsize-sensitive
power law creep regimes.
These equations
can also be used to construct
T-T diagrams. Mechanical
equilibrium
equations
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for log P-P,

log -j-log

(not

in this

shown

similar

d, and log P-X diagrams

paper)

manipulation

are

obtained

of eqns. (Al)

via

creep

nGsI
*

creep

GSS

to express log + in terms of P, T, d, and X.
The viscous creep fields are contoured
of constant

shear

shear viscosity.

stress

and

constant

For the former,
EL

To, =

for lines

- 273

e

activation

QEL

activation

are:
(A9

Q PL
Q GSI

energy

exponential

law

activation

energy

for power law creep;

activation

energy

for a grainsize-insensi-

energy for a grainsize-sensitive

exponent

m

of grainsize

EL

-

shear

273

(m = 0

(K);

shear strain rate (s-l);
octahedral shear stress;

effective octahedral shear viscosity;
shear factor (see eqns. 3 and 4).

strain

(A7)

temperature

octahedral
differential

for the effective

(at a given

sensitivity

for GSI-creep);
universal gas constant;
absolute

for the power law creep field;
The equilibrium
temperature

e

for

power law;

(A6)

To, =

for creep;

energy

activation

law creep field.

contours

grainsize-sensitive

tive power law;

Q GSS

shear viscosity
rate) is:

of

creep;

+ ficr
for the exponential

exponent

(GSS) power law creep;

effective

the equation

of grainsize-insensitive

(GSI) power law creep;

a

to (A4) above

exponent

Brittle-frictional

parameters

lnfiB+fiCt-i
I
for the exponential

- 273

To, =

for the power law creep field.
Note that if viscosity is expressed
units

(dyn s cmW2), the n-term

-Y);ba1)

8 of the

P

pressure

8 of

ratio = P,,,,/P.
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